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WISCONSIN FAMILY ACTION RESPONDS TO ATTACK ON ITS OFFICE
MADISON, WI –Early this morning a leftist anarchist group attacked Wisconsin Family Action’s office in
Madison, throwing two Molotov cocktails into the office, after breaking windows, and then proceeded to light a
fire. The arsonists posted graffiti on the outside of the building near the group’s offices. The message was, “If
abortions aren’t safe, then you aren’t either.” Anarchy 1312 took responsibility for the attack, leaving its logo
on an outside wall.
Julaine Appling, president of Wisconsin Family Action, issued the following statement:
“While this attack was directly provoked by the leaked draft opinion from the US Supreme Court in the Dobbs
case earlier this week, this has far broader implication. Apparently, the tolerance that the left demands is truly a
one-way street. Violence has become their answer to everything. This is what happens when leadership is
missing or when leadership implies that violence is ok. In 2020, Governor Tony Evers basically looked the
other way when violence erupted in Kenosha and Madison. That kind of non-response fosters what happened to
us this morning, leaving Wisconsin citizens who disagree with his policies extremely vulnerable to similar
violence.
In fact, Governor Evers’s response to today’s incident said nothing about demanding a full investigation and
criminal prosecution. He just told his supporters he’d keep supporting abortion.
“But this attack fails to frighten us, and instead steels the resolve of law-abiding, common-sense, every-day
folks to stand up and push back. We know today it is Wisconsin Family Action getting Molotov cocktails tossed
through broken windows and fires ignited, but tomorrow it could be anyone in our state or another state who is
attacked because we disagree with a policy or action, give voice to the voiceless, or stand up for what’s right.
“Americans see through the hypocrisy of the left. The violence needs to stop and stop now. It’s not the answer
to any question or any problem. Just because the liberals don’t get their way, doesn’t give them license to
threaten bodily harm or to burn and destroy.”
“Wisconsin has had enough of this kind of terror condoned by current state and national leaders. But we are still
standing. We still support freedom. We love our republic and care for our neighbors. We will repair our offices,
remain on the job, and build an even stronger grassroots effort. We will not back down. We will not stop doing
what we are doing. Too much is at stake.”
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Wisconsin Family Action is a statewide organization engaged in strengthening, preserving, and promoting marriage, family, life, and
religious freedom in Wisconsin.

